In Star Crossed, you and your fellow player will craft characters who are powerfully attracted to each other, but have a tragic fate in store. As you play out scenes, taking turns describing what your character says and does, watch the attraction between them grow as you work out a tragic tale.

Romeo, a Montague, and Juliet, a Capulet, are the “pair of star-cross’d lovers” whose misadventures and deaths will finally put an end to the feud. “Star-cross’d” means “opposed (crossed) by the stars,” in other words: “opposed by fate.” The lovers in Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet are star-crossed.

Star-crossed definition is - not favored by the stars; ill-fated. How to use star-crossed in a sentence.

Star-crossed Lovers and Other Strangers. It’s Rory and Dean’s 3-months anniversary, and he plans a special surprise, but it doesn’t quite go as he planned. Luke’s old girlfriend, Rachel, turns up.
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Star-Crossed Lovers 

-- Star-crossed is a phrase from Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet that has become particularly well known. It was first used to describe the lovers in Romeo and Juliet. The New Dictionary of Cultural Literacy, Third Edition
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star-crossed lovers. Lovers whose relationship is doomed to fail are said to be “star-crossed” (fated by the stars). The term is often used to refer to the lovers of Romeo and Juliet. The New Dictionary of Cultural Literacy, Third Edition